For NYSE-listed IPOs, limit order submissions and depth relative to volume are unusually low on the first trading day. Initial buy-side liquidity is higher for IPOs with high quality underwriters, large syndicates, low insider sales, and high pre-market demand, while sell-side liquidity is higher for IPOs that represent a large fraction of outstanding shares and have low pre-market demand. Our results suggest that uncertainty and offer design affect initial liquidity, though order flow stabilizes quickly. We also find that submission strategies are influenced by expected underwriter stabilization and pre-opening order flow contains information about both initial prices and subsequent returns.
The Development of Secondary Market Liquidity for NYSE-listed IPOs
A liquid secondary market is a critical component in a successful initial public offering (IPO). For investors, a liquid market can reduce transaction costs and lower volatility in the immediate aftermarket.
Initial liquidity may also reduce the costs faced by market makers who act as the trader of last resort.
Finally, a liquid market may reduce required underpricing and can improve the issuing firm's future access to capital markets by attracting analysts or investors.
1 Despite this importance, little research has examined the development of liquidity in the secondary market. In particular, there are no studies exploring the role of limit orders following IPOs and little analysis of IPOs on a specialist market such as the NYSE.
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Using a unique proprietary dataset, we analyze liquidity provision for a sample of 220 IPOs listed on the NYSE between January 1995 and September 1998. The data include all submissions, executions, and cancellations of market and limit orders through the NYSE's electronic SuperDOT system. In conjunction with data on trades and quotes, these data allow us to analyze liquidity provided by public limit orders and to characterize the behavior of limit order traders and floor participants following IPOs.
This study provides the first analysis of limit order liquidity and the interactions between limit order submission strategies and the actions of other traders (such as the underwriter) for newly listed securities.
Our results are particularly important given the growing role of limit orders on other markets, such as Nasdaq, and the proliferation of order-driven markets worldwide.
We focus on four issues related to the development of secondary market liquidity at the start of IPO trading. First, we analyze the characteristics and determinants of first-day liquidity for NYSE-listed ____________________________ 1 In the extreme, insufficient secondary market liquidity can result in the failure or cancellation of the IPO. In 1993, for example, Wilt Chamberlain Restaurants began trading after issuing 1.4 million shares only to cancel the offer after several days of falling prices and failed stabilization activities by the underwriter. Similarly, Claimsnet.com cancelled its IPO in December 1998 after just one day of trading. Ellul and Pagano (2002) and Booth and Chua (1996) discuss the relation between secondary market liquidity and underpricing. The link between liquidity and asset returns is analyzed in Amihud and Mendelson (1986) and Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996) . 2 IPOs in the U.S. have historically listed on either a regional exchange or the OTC market, and as a result, previous studies of IPO trading generally focus on the role of underwriters and market makers in the Nasdaq dealer market. However, IPO listings on the NYSE increased dramatically in the 1990s (see Corwin and Harris (2001) ). See Ritter (1998) and Jenkinson and IPOs. Because listing firms typically have no prior trading history and limited publicly available information, one might expect the costs of providing liquidity to be high immediately following an IPO.
However, liquidity may also be affected by other factors, such as firm characteristics, the offer design choices of the firm, and market conditions. We analyze the ability of these factors to explain the crosssection of liquidity at the start of IPO trading. Second, we examine changes in liquidity over the first 30 trading days and how the unique market conditions associated with IPOs affect trader behavior. In particular, we analyze the evolution of liquidity levels, the relative use of market versus limit orders, and limit order cancellation and execution rates. Third, we examine the relative importance of limit orders and floor participants in providing liquidity and whether limit order submission strategies are affected by underwriter price support. Finally, we examine the information content of pre-opening order flow for first-day prices and long-run returns.
We find that NYSE-listed IPOs are characterized by unusually high limit order book depth and low bid-ask spreads at the start of trading. However, trading volume is also extremely high during this period, and as a result, depth relative to volume is unusually low on the first trading day. At the same time, hot IPOs (those that open more than 15% above the offer price) exhibit significant buy imbalances during the first 30 minutes of trading, while cold IPOs (those that open at or below the offer price) exhibit significant sell imbalances that continue into the second trading day. Notably, though both trading volume and limit book depth are unusually high for several weeks, limit book imbalances and depth relative to volume tend to stabilize within the first two to three days of trading.
Analysis of order submission strategies shows that limit orders represent an unusually low fraction of total submissions on the first day of trading and that limit order cancellation rates are unusually high on day one, especially for hot IPOs. These results suggest that at the start of IPO trading, traders attenuate the potential costs of submitting limit orders by switching to market orders or by monitoring and repositioning their limit orders to a greater extent than usual. Again, however, the results Ljungqvist (2001) for recent discussions of the existing IPO literature.
suggest that limit order use and disposition tends to stabilize by the second or third day of trading.
Examining the cross-sectional determinants of initial depth, we find that depth is significantly related to the design choices of the firm and to information revealed during the book-building period.
Offers with strong primary-market demand (those priced at or above the maximum of the filing range) exhibit significantly higher bid depth and lower ask depth than other IPOs, while offers with weak demand in the primary market (those priced at or below the minimum of the filing range) exhibit significantly lower bid depth and higher ask depth than other IPOs. These results are consistent with the existence of unsatisfied demand following the IPO allocation and with the partial adjustment phenomenon observed by . Our results also show that buy-side depth is higher for firms with larger underwriting syndicates and higher quality underwriters, and lower for offers with a large fraction of insider sales. Together, our findings are consistent with the effects of asymmetric information and uncertainty at the start of IPO trading and suggest that firms can influence initial liquidity levels through their choices at the time of the offer.
We find that liquidity provided by limit orders is complemented by liquidity from the trading floor (including the specialist and the underwriter). For hot IPOs, limit orders provide an average of 45% of quoted bid depth and 64% of quoted ask depth on the first trading day, with the trading floor providing the remainder. For cold IPOs, the floor contributes an average of 74% of quoted bid depth on day one, but only 18% of quoted ask depth. These results are consistent with underwriters providing price support through the trading floor for IPOs that exhibit significant selling pressure. Anticipated underwriter price support also appears to affect the order submission strategies of other traders. In particular, we find an unusually large proportion of limit buy orders submitted at exactly the offer price for cold IPOs, and to a lesser extent, for warm IPOs. This pattern is consistent with traders attempting to profit from expected underwriter stabilization by following a quote-matching strategy, as discussed in Harris (1996) .
Consistent with previous research, we find that market-clearing prices from pre-opening order flow are good predictors of first-day prices and are reflected in the opening price set by the specialist.
However, order flow is more informative for hot IPOs than for cold, suggesting that underwriter stabilization limits the response of prices to limit book information. In addition, imbalances in preopening order flow provide information about future returns. IPOs with large pre-opening buy imbalances have significantly higher market-adjusted returns at the one-year and three-year horizons. This effect is significant even after controlling for underpricing, flipping, and divergence of opinion. Thus, while market-clearing prices from the limit order book are reflected on day one, order flow imbalances appear to contain information that is not immediately incorporated into prices.
Together, our results show that limit orders provide an important and informative source of liquidity for NYSE-listed IPOs. Limit book liquidity develops quickly and is supplemented by the trading floor, especially for offers with significant selling pressure. Initial levels of liquidity appear to be affected by firm characteristics, market conditions, and the offer design choices of the firm. In general, asymmetric information and nonexecution costs appear to outweigh any advantages of using limit orders on the first day of trading, leading to unusually low limit book depth. However, both limit order use and limit book imbalances tend to stabilize within days.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I discusses the implications of IPO market conditions for limit order use and liquidity provision in a specialist market. Section II describes the data and sample characteristics.
In Section III, we analyze the development of the limit order book, the relative importance of various sources of liquidity, and the determinants of initial limit book depth. Section IV examines order submission strategies in the immediate aftermarket and the impact of underwriter stabilization on trader behavior. In Section V, we analyze the information content of the limit order book and the relation between pre-opening order flows and IPO returns. Section VI concludes.
I. Liquidity Provision Following IPOs in a Specialist Market
Like all NYSE-listed securities, IPOs listed on the NYSE are assigned to a single specialist who is responsible for making a market in the stock. Liquidity in this market is provided by public limit orders in addition to the specialist and floor brokers. In this section, we discuss liquidity provision as it relates to the unique market conditions following IPOs and the roles of limit orders, the underwriter, and the NYSE specialist at the start of IPO trading.
Given the lack of prior trading history and publicly available information associated with newly listed firms, the start of trading for IPOs is likely to be a period of high uncertainty and asymmetric
information. Previous research also shows that the start of trading for IPOs is a period of extremely high trading activity (e.g., Ellis, Michaely, and O'Hara (2002) ). These unique market conditions may have significant effects on limit order use and liquidity provision following IPOs. First, placing a limit order creates a free option for other traders (see Copeland and Galai (1983) , Harris (1998) , and Handa and Schwartz (1996) ). Because this option may be exercised by traders with better information, the limit order trader faces adverse selection costs that increase when price uncertainty and asymmetric information are high. As a result, we expect limit order use and the resulting limit book depth to be low at the start of IPO trading.
Traders submitting limit orders also face the risk that their order will not be executed if prices move away from their limit price. Thus, the choice of submitting a limit order rather than a market order will depend on the probability of execution (see, for example, Hollifield, Miller, Sandas and Slive (2002) ). Given the unusually large initial price moves following IPOs (especially hot IPOs), nonexecution risk is likely to be high at the start of trading. This again suggests that limit order use may be low at the start of trading.
On the other hand, a principal advantage of limit orders relative to market orders is that they reduce uncertainty regarding execution price. Thus, investors who wish to minimize execution price risk at the start of trading may choose to submit limit orders rather than market orders. In addition, the high trading volume following IPOs may increase the probability of execution, further encouraging limit order submission. If these effects dominate those discussed above, we would expect more extensive use of limit orders and therefore more depth in the limit order book at the start of IPO trading.
Although the start of IPO trading is expected to be a period of high uncertainty, price fluctuations in the immediate aftermarket may be limited by underwriter stabilization. Specifically, underwriters typically stand willing to purchase shares during the initial days of trading in order to keep the stock price from falling below the offer price. 3 Unlike on Nasdaq, where the lead underwriter typically becomes the predominant market maker (Ellis, Michaely, and O'Hara (2000) ), underwriters providing price support on the NYSE must submit trades to the specialist like any other trader.
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Underwriter stabilization affects liquidity in several ways. First, underwriter stabilization provides a direct source of liquidity, but only on the buy side and only in those cases where buying interest from other sources is relatively scarce. Even then, the underwriter is not obligated to provide stabilization and may discontinue support at any time. Since the underwriter trades through a floor broker, we expect underwriter stabilization to result in a high floor contribution to bid depth when other buying interest at the offer price is low.
Stabilization may also have indirect effects on liquidity provided by other traders. If investors are confident that the underwriter will step in to provide price support for IPOs with weak demand, then downward price moves will be limited, and in turn, the costs of submitting limit orders will be reduced.
We therefore expect limit order use to be higher in those cases where investors are confident that the underwriter will provide and maintain price support. The willingness of underwriters to buy at the offer price may also affect the order submission strategies of other traders. Specifically, price support may create incentives for other traders to follow a quote-matching strategy by submitting limit buy orders at, or just above, the offer price.
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Unlike the underwriter, the NYSE specialist is required to post two-sided quotes and serves as ____________________________ 3 Stabilization is allowed under Regulation M of the Securities Act of 1934 as an effective mechanism for fostering the orderly distribution of securities. For recent discussions of underwriter stabilization, see Hanley, Kumar, and Seguin (1993), Ruud (1993) , Schultz and Zaman (1994) , Benveniste, Busaba, and Wilhelm (1996) , Chowdhry and Nanda (1996), Aggarwal (2000) , Ellis, Michaely, and O'Hara (2000) , Fishe (2002), and Boehmer and Fishe (2003) . 4 To accomplish this, a floor trader representing the underwriter typically interacts with the specialist on the trading floor in order to execute stabilizing trades. Regulation M requires underwriters to notify the specialist and the exchange if a bid is placed for the purpose of stabilization (see SEC (1996) ).
the trader of last resort. The specialist's posted quotes reflect their own trading interests, as well as interest on the trading floor and in the limit order book. A specialist's obligation to maintain orderly markets suggests that he will provide additional liquidity at those times when limit order book and floor liquidity are low. However, market conditions may affect the specialist's willingness to take positions and provide liquidity. For example, high uncertainty following IPOs may increase the specialist's inventory holding costs and therefore decrease the specialist's willingness to take positions (see for example Ho and Stoll (1981) and Bollen, Smith, and Whaley (2003) ). In addition, Kavajecz (1999) shows that specialists use quoted depth as a strategic choice variable and set their quotes to reflect only the depth available in the limit order book when they believe informed trading is likely.
Over time, we expect liquidity provision and order submission strategies to stabilize as price uncertainty is resolved and overall trading activity reaches normal levels. We also expect the role of the underwriter to diminish as temporary price support is withdrawn. The length of this transition process and the factors that influence liquidity during the transition remain empirical questions.
II. Data and Sample Characteristics
We identify U.S. IPOs listed on the New York Stock Exchange from January 1995 through September 1998 using the NYSE Fact Book. This results in a sample of 304 IPOs. For each IPO, we then collect data on offer characteristics from the Securities Data Corporation (SDC) New Issues database. In addition, we collect trade and quote (TAQ) data and NYSE System Order (SOD) data for the first 60 days of aftermarket trading. The SOD data provide detailed information on all SuperDOT (electronic) orders, including the date and time of order submission, whether the order is a buy or sell, order size, order type (market or limit), order conditions (day order, good-til-canceled, etc.), and the limit price (if applicable).
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If any portion of the order is executed or canceled, the data also include the time of execution or cancellation, the related number of shares, and the execution price (if applicable).
____________________________
6 Sofianos and Werner (2000) find that SuperDOT trades account for an average of 44.9% of total buy plus sell volume. In comparison, the average proportion of volume traded through SuperDOT in our sample ranges from 46.0% on day one to 40.8% on day five.
We exclude 72 closed-end funds and an additional 12 firms due to missing limit order book data. cold IPOs open at exactly the offer price.
Summary statistics for firm and offer characteristics are provided in Panels A and B of Table I, respectively. As shown in Panel A, the average firm in the sample is quite large, with a market capitalization (based on the first day closing price) of $689 million, total assets of $1.8 billion, and total sales of $752 million. In addition, the average firm has a debt-to-assets ratio of 0.60 and a book-to-market ratio of 0.61.
[Insert 
III. Limit Order Book Depth and Sources of Liquidity
We reconstruct the limit order book at 30-minute intervals during the first 60 days of trading using NYSE System Order Data (SOD) and the methodology of Kavajecz (1999) . 11 Daily depth measures for each firm are then calculated as the average across intraday periods. Throughout the paper, we analyze both share depth and depth relative to daily volume (adjusted depth). The latter variable controls for the demand for liquidity. We use a variant of standard event study methodology to compare limit book ____________________________ 10 Our data do not allow us to identify short sales by either the underwriter or the specialist. However, Short sales submitted through the SuperDOT system account for less than 1% of offered shares. Krigman, Shaw, and Womack (1999) calculate an alternative proxy for flipping defined as sell-signed block volume divided by total volume. For comparison to their work, we sign first-day trades using the Lee and Ready (1991) algorithm, where the opening trade is excluded. First-day sell-signed block volume averages 1.25 million shares and does not differ significantly across initial-return subsamples. Our results suggest that the negative relation between flipping and initial returns documented by Krigman et al. may result from variation in total volume rather than variation in sell-signed block volume. 11 This methodology is especially well-suited for the study of IPOs, since the limit book at the beginning of the period is empty and does not have to be estimated. For IPOs, the methodology involves two steps. We first incorporate the set of limit orders submitted prior to a selected date and time. We then remove any orders that were executed (cancelled) and update orders that were partially executed (cancelled) prior to the date and time of interest. "Day" orders are dropped at the end of each day. To minimize data errors we also delete limit buy (sell) orders at prices higher (lower) than the posted ask (bid) quote.
characteristics at the start of trading to those during normal trading conditions. 12 We create the daily time series of median depth across firms and calculate t-statistics based on the mean and standard error of this time series for days 31to 60. [Insert Table III Here]
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A. The Characteristics of Limit Book Depth
All categories of IPOs exhibit unusually high bid and ask depth throughout the first trading day.
For example, at 12:00 P.M. on day one for hot IPOs (panel A), the median ask depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint is over 64 thousand shares. This is nearly 20 times the median of 3,350 shares on days 31 through 60. This pattern is even more dramatic for bid depth. During the first day, bid depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint ranges from 63,000 to 141,000 shares compared to a day 31 through 60 median of just over 1,800 shares. Turning to the daily results, we see that bid and ask depth remain unusually high but drift down throughout the first several weeks of trading. For hot IPOs, statistical tests confirm that both bid and ask depth are significantly higher than normal through day 25.
The pattern in share depth mirrors that in trading volume, with very high initial values tapering ____________________________ 12 Throughout the analysis, we implicitly assume that trading activity reaches normal levels within six weeks (30 trading days).
The results suggest that this is a conservative assumption. The normal trading period is defined after the end of the quiet period, which occurs on day 25 (see Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2003)), before the end of IPO lock-up period, which typically occurs 180 days after the IPO (see Cao, Field, and Hanka (2003)), and after the end of underwriter stabilization activities. 13 Statistical tests are based on median depth to account for the highly skewed distribution of share depth. Results based on means are generally similar. As an alternative, we performed statistical tests based on firm-specific measures of abnormal depth relative to the "normal" trading period as in Corwin and Lipson (2000) . For each firm, abnormal depth is defined as the percentage difference between limit order book depth at the time of interest and median limit order book depth for that firm at the same time of day across trading days 31 through 60. Cross-sectional significance tests based on this abnormal depth measure provide results similar to those reported above.
off over time. Looking at depth adjusted by volume, we find that both adjusted bid depth and adjusted ask depth on day one are significantly lower than the day 31 to 60 median. For hot IPOs, first-day ask depth ranges from 0.5% to 1.5% of daily volume and first-day bid depth ranges from 1.3% to 2.9% of daily volume. This compares to medians of 5.4% on the ask side and 3.9% on the bid side for days 31 through 60.
Comparing Panels A, B and C, we see that depth levels differ substantially across IPO categories and between the buy and sell sides of the limit order book. Ask depth is significantly higher than normal through the fourth week of trading for all categories of IPOs, though it is lowest for hot IPOs. Bid depth is also significantly higher than normal for all IPO categories, but is lowest and returns to normal more quickly for cold IPOs. In contrast to share depth, adjusted depth for all categories of IPOs is significantly lower on day one than on other trading days and reaches stable levels very quickly. Most statistically significant differences in adjusted depth disappear after the first day or two of trading.
The last column in Table III shows the median depth imbalance, defined as bid depth minus ask depth divided by total bid plus ask depth. For comparison, we note that limit order books on days 31 through 60 are generally characterized by a sell imbalance of roughly 17% to 19%. For hot IPOs, significant buy imbalances exist throughout the first day and continue through day four. For example, the median buy imbalance for hot IPOs at the open is approximately 67% of total depth. Warm IPOs also exhibit a significant buy imbalance at the open but this imbalance diminishes after 10:00 A.M. In contrast, cold IPOs exhibit significant sell imbalances throughout the first trading day, and to some extent, throughout the first week of trading. The median sell imbalance for cold IPOs is at least 62% of total depth throughout day one and reaches as high as 94%. Notably, imbalances tend to stabilize quickly, though not as quickly as adjusted depth.
The results in Table III are based on depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint. Figures 1 and 2 provide a more detailed illustration of limit book depth. Figure 1 plots depth at various distances from the quote midpoint at 30-minute intervals on the first day of trading. The figure shows that the imbalances described in Table III are evident throughout the limit order book. Most striking are the large total bid depth for hot IPOs and the near absence of depth on the bid side for cold IPOs. The total depth for hot
IPOs is consistent with the presence of traders who attempt to purchase the hot IPO at a relatively low price. As we will see in Section IV, a large number of these limit orders are eventually cancelled after the stock opens well above the offer price. The result for cold IPOs may reflect a lack of demand at the offer price and the resulting need for underwriter price support. We explore the effects of underwriter price support in more detail below. Cold IPOs also differ in the positioning of limit orders on the ask side of the book with much higher ask depth near the quotes than either warm or hot IPOs.
[Insert Figure days. Consistent with the results for depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint, total limit book depth is fairly symmetric for hot and warm IPOs after the first few trading days and continues to decrease over the first several weeks of trading. In particular, the large buy imbalance far from the quotes for hot IPOs is much reduced by day two. In contrast, the significant sell imbalance observed for cold IPOs persists throughout much of the first month of trading. Although total share depth is greatest on the first day of trading for all categories of IPOs, adjusted depth is actually lowest on day one.
[Insert Figure 2 Here] Taken together, the results in Table III and Figures 1 and 2 show that despite high trading volume and overall depth levels that persist for some time, liquidity provision appears to stabilize rapidly on the NYSE specialist market. In fact, most economically significant deviations in adjusted depth and depth imbalances occur during the first day of trading.
B. Sources of Liquidity
On the NYSE, liquidity provided by floor traders (including the underwriter and the specialist) complements that provided through public limit orders. To examine the relative importance of the trading floor and the limit order book, we decompose quoted depth into a component provided by limit orders and a component provided by the trading floor. The floor contribution is defined as the difference between the specialist's quoted depth and the depth provided in the limit order book at the inside quote. [Insert Figure 3 Here] As with trading volume and limit book depth, quoted depth decreases substantially over time.
However, quoted depth at the start of trading is actually highest for cold IPOs and lowest for hot IPOs.
Combined with the limit book depth results discussed above, this suggests that the trading floor provides substantial bid depth for cold IPOs. This is confirmed by the results for floor contribution to depth. On day one, the trading floor contributes over 73% of quoted bid depth for cold IPOs, compared to only 57%
for warm IPOs and less than 55% for hot IPOs. In contrast, the floor contributes only 18% of quoted ask depth on day one for cold IPOs, 27% for warm IPOs, and 36% for hot IPOs. The floor's contribution to bid (buy-side) depth during the first days of trading for cold IPOs is consistent with underwriter price stabilization activities on the trading floor. For other IPOs, the contribution of limit orders appears even more important at the start of trading than during later periods.
As an alternative measure of liquidity, we analyze execution costs using quoted bid-ask spreads and spreads from the limit order book. The limit book spread is defined as the difference between the best ask and bid prices in the limit book. Like the quoted spread, this measure reflects execution costs for small trades. suggest that trading costs are lowest at the start of trading and increase over time. However, the increase ____________________________ 14 We note that a portion of liquidity provided by floor traders may not be displayed in the specialist's quotes (see for example Bacidore, Battalio, and Jennings (2002)). Our analysis examines only the displayed portion of floor liquidity. 15 To reflect execution costs for larger trades, we also defined two spread measures based on cumulative depth in the limit book (results not shown). The 5,000-share spread is the difference between the 5,000-share ask and 5,000-share bid, defined as the prices one would have to go up (down) to in order to reach 5,000 shares of cumulative depth on the ask (bid) side of the limit book. The 10,000-share spread is defined similarly for 10,000 shares of cumulative depth. The results based on these measures are consistent with those reported above. For hot IPOs, the average 5,000-share spread rises from 2.2% on day 1 to 7.4% on day 30, while the average 10,000-share spread rises from 3.5% to 14.6%. For cold IPOs, the average 5,000-share spread rises from in quoted spreads is relatively small compared to the increase in limit book spreads. As depth in the limit book decreases, the specialist (and/or the trading floor) appears to take on a more important role, setting quoted bid-ask spreads at about 25% to 50% of the best limit order spread, on average.
[Insert Figure 4 Here]
C. The Determinants of Liquidity Provision
The results above show that limit book depth differs significantly across IPO categories on the first day of trading.
In this section, we analyze more extensively the cross-sectional determinants of initial liquidity provision for NYSE-listed IPOs. We test hypotheses related to firm characteristics, the design of the offer, primary market demand, and IPO market conditions. We also control for overall trading activity by including day one trading volume.
We include three firm characteristics to proxy for the level of asymmetric information and uncertainty associated with IPOs. First, we include firm size, defined as total sales in the year prior to issue. We expect large firms with more publicly available information to have lower levels of uncertainty and asymmetric information than small firms. Second, we include an indicator for technology firms based on SDC's technology definitions. We expect these firms to be associated with more growth options and, therefore, more uncertainty. Third, we include the debt to total assets ratio to capture the effects of leverage. If price uncertainty and asymmetric information increase the costs associated with providing liquidity, we would expect depth to be lower for small firms, technology firms, and firms with high debt ratios.
Initial liquidity levels may also be affected by the offer choices made by the firm and firm insiders. First, the selection of a high quality underwriter may boost investor confidence that stabilization will be provided and maintained in the secondary market. If the promise of underwriter price support encourages liquidity provision, we expect liquidity to be positively related to underwriter quality. Higher quality underwriters may also generate additional demand for an IPO as a result of superior marketing 4.3% to 10.8% during the first 30 trading days and the average 10,000-share spread rises from 9.1% to 22.5%. skills or a larger investor base. Similarly, larger underwriting syndicates may be able to generate increased interest in the IPO (Corwin and Schultz (2003) ). We therefore expect both underwriter quality and syndicate size to be positively related to buy-side liquidity. We define syndicate size as the total number of underwriters in the IPO syndicate and underwriter quality as the market share of dollars raised in NYSE-listed IPOs during our sample period for each lead underwriter.
Managers of high quality firms may be able signal their quality, and thereby increase demand, by retaining a larger fraction of the firm after the IPO (Leland and Pyle (1977) ). However, high inside ownership may also lead to greater asymmetric information problems (Heflin and Shaw (2000) ). To test these possibilities, we include three proxies related to inside ownership. The first proxy, float, is defined as offered shares divided by post-IPO shares outstanding and reflects the fraction of the firm sold to the public. The second proxy is insider sales in the IPO as a fraction of offered shares and the third proxy is the percentage of shares owned by insiders after the IPO. If share retention is viewed as a positive signal, we expect buying interest to be positively related to insider ownership and negatively related to float and insider sales. On the other hand, if high inside ownership leads to increased asymmetric information costs, we would expect inside ownership to be negatively related to initial buying interest. This problem may be especially severe following IPOs, since ownership by insiders is much higher than for the typical publicly held firm.
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Oversubscription and rationing of IPO shares often lead to unsatisfied demand following IPOs.
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As a result, demand during the book-building period is likely to carry over to the secondary market. To test whether initial liquidity levels are related to primary-market demand, we include four dummy variables based on the placement of the offer price relative to the initial filing range. The first two variables identify IPOs with strong primary-market demand and are set equal to one if the offer price is equal to or above the maximum of the filing price range, respectively. We expect these variables to be ____________________________ 16 We note that the median firm in our sample has post-IPO inside ownership of 48.7%, while 25% of the sample firms have inside ownership of more than 70%. 17 Aggarwal (2000) notes that hot IPOs are often oversubscribed by as much as 20 to 30 times. In addition, finds positively related to bid depth and negatively related to ask depth. The other two variables identify IPOs with weak primary-market demand and are set equal to one if the offer price is equal to or below the minimum of the filing range, respectively. We expect these variables to be negatively related to buying interest.
Initial liquidity levels may be partially determined by IPO market conditions at the time of the offer. Specifically, IPOs issued during hot markets or following other successful IPOs may generate more buying interest than those issued during cold markets. We include two proxies for the state of the current IPO market. The first is the average level of underpricing for IPOs issued during the 60 days prior to the current IPO. The second proxy is the total number of IPOs during this period. If IPOs issued during hot markets generate increased demand, we expect buying interest to be positively related to both the number and underpricing of recent IPOs. Table IV reports regression results for share depth, adjusted depth, percentage floor contribution to depth, and depth imbalance. We provide separate results for bid (buy-side) and ask (sell-side) depth. To reduce the effects of stale limit orders, dependent variables are defined based on depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint. For share depth and adjusted depth regressions, the log of depth is used as the dependent variable to limit the effects of outliers and to account for the fact that depth is non-negative by construction. For the percentage floor contribution, a logit transformation of the dependent variable is used. Because IPOs tend to be clustered in time, standard errors are adjusted to allow for clustering by IPO month.
[Insert Table IV Here] As expected, both bid and ask depth are positively related to total trading volume, though the effect is larger for ask depth than for bid depth. After controlling for volume, we find only weak evidence that cross-sectional variation in depth is related to firm size, leverage, or industry characteristics. The results suggest that ask depth is higher for large firms and adjusted ask depth is smaller for technology that underwriters only partially adjust the offer price to information learned during the book-building period.
firms. However, on the bid side, the coefficients on total sales, debt ratio, and the technology dummy are insignificant in all but one case, and in that case, the result is opposite what was expected -larger firms are associated with lower rather than higher bid depth.
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Initial liquidity is significantly related to underwriter characteristics. Underwriter market share is positively related to bid depth and negatively related to floor contribution to bid depth, while syndicate size is positively related to both bid depth and adjusted bid depth. Together, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that high quality underwriters and larger syndicates are able to attract more buying interest as a result of better marketing skills or a larger potential client base. The results may also reflect the expectation that high quality underwriters will maintain price support for cold IPOs.
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The results for inside ownership are consistent with the effects of increased asymmetric information at high levels of inside ownership, as discussed in Heflin and Shaw (2000) . Inside ownership is negatively related to both share depth and adjusted depth on the buy side. In contrast, large insider sales are associated with reduced bid-side depth, a larger floor contribution to depth, and more significant sell imbalances. These findings are consistent with the signaling effects described in Leland and Pyle (1977) . 20 Float has no significant impact on buy-side depth, but is positively related to sell-side depth.
This result may simply reflect the fact that larger offers result in there being more shares available for trading.
The coefficients on the primary-market demand variables suggest that IPOs priced at or above the maximum of the initial filing price range have higher bid depth, lower ask depth, and larger buy ____________________________ 18 We also estimated the model including market capitalization and aftermarket standard deviation as alternative proxies. The conclusions are unchanged. The results are also similar if we include dummy variables for industries defined using the SIC classifications from Fama and French (1997) . For each specification, we fail to reject the hypothesis that coefficients on all industry dummy variables equal zero. 19 We also estimated the model including a dummy variable for lead underwriters with a Carter-Manaster rank of nine (see Carter and Manaster (1990) and Carter, Dark, and Singh (1998) ). The results are consistent with those presented above, though there is little cross-sectional variation in Carter-Manaster ranks. The minimum rank in our sample is five and more than 95% of the sample have ranks of eight or higher. 20 To reconcile these somewhat conflicting results on inside ownership and insider sales, we re-estimated the model allowing for separate effects for ownership levels above and below 75% (the 75 th percentile in our sample). The coefficient on inside ownership is insignificant for ownership levels below 75%, but negative and significant for ownership levels above 75%. These results suggest that the negative effect of inside ownership is driven by extremely high levels of inside ownership and the resulting asymmetric information and corporate control effects. For a discussion of nonlinear effects related to inside ownership, imbalances than other IPOs. These IPOs also exhibit reduced floor contribution to bid depth and higher floor contribution to ask depth. In contrast, IPOs priced at or below the minimum of the initial filing range are associated with lower bid depth and higher ask depth. These findings suggest that demand (or lack thereof) during the primary market is carried over into the secondary market and reflected in initial levels of limit book liquidity. However, we find no evidence that hot IPO markets in general are associated with higher liquidity. The number of recent IPOs is insignificant for both buy-side and sellside depth and periods of high underpricing are associated with lower rather than higher buy-side depth.
In general, the results in Table IV suggest that initial liquidity levels may be influenced by firm characteristics, the offer choices of firms, and demand in the primary market. Buy-side (bid) depth in the limit order book is higher for IPOs with high quality underwriters and larger syndicates, for IPOs in which insiders do not sell a substantial fraction of shares, and for IPO with strong primary market demand. Sell-side (ask) depth is higher for IPOs that represent a larger fraction of total shares outstanding and for IPOs with weak primary market demand. The adjusted R 2 ranges from 4.8% to 47.4% for the askside models and from 7.7% to 22.7% for the bid-side models.
IV. Order Submission Strategies and Trader Behavior
As shown above, the limit order book is a significant source of liquidity for NYSE-listed IPOs.
To better understand the trader behavior that leads to observed limit book patterns, Figure 5 plots limit order submission, execution, and cancellation rates during the first 30 days of trading. Results are provided separately for buy and sell orders and for hot, warm, and cold IPOs. In general, we note that trading behavior stabilizes very quickly. This is consistent with our earlier result that depth imbalances and adjusted depth reach normal levels within the first few trading days. 21 Although not shown, statistical tests confirm the patterns described below.
[Insert Figure 5 Here]
see Stulz (1988) and McConnell and Servaes (1990) . 21 The patterns observed over the first few days of trading may reflect a change in the composition of traders during this period. For example, day one may include a high proportion of flipping trades. In addition, unlisted trading privileges for regional Panel A shows limit order submission rates, defined as limit order submission volume divided by total limit plus market order submission volume. The results provide at least a partial explanation for the low levels of adjusted depth on day one. The limit order submission rate is unusually low on the first day of trading for all IPO types and this effect is more pronounced for sell orders than for buy orders. Thus, traders on day one tend to choose market orders over limit orders to a greater extent than normal. These findings suggest that the costs of submitting limit orders at the start of trading outweigh the execution price risk that traders face when submitting market orders. Except in the case of sell orders for hot IPOs, limit order submission rates tend to reach normal levels by the second or third trading day. For hot IPO sell orders, limit order submissions are lower than normal throughout the first week.
Panel B plots limit order execution rates, defined as total limit order execution volume divided by limit order submission volume. Here the patterns differ markedly between hot, warm, and cold IPOs, and between buy and sell orders. Sell order execution rates are slightly higher than normal for all three categories of IPOs on day one, but again stabilize by approximately the second day of trading. On the buy side, the most striking result is that the execution rate for buy orders in cold IPOs is unusually high at the start of trading, with 82% of buy orders executed during the first day. Although total bid depth is relatively low for cold IPOs, these results suggest that nearly all limit buy orders are executed at the start of trading. In contrast, first-day buy order execution rates are close to normal levels for warm IPOs at approximately 59% and are lower than normal for hot IPOs at 43%. These results likely reflect initial price movements, with prices rising away from buy orders on the first day, especially for hot IPOs. As with sell orders, buy order execution rates tend to stabilize by the second or third day of trading.
Panel C plots limit order cancellation rates, defined as limit order cancellation volume divided by limit order submission volume. With the exception of cold IPO buy orders, we observe very high cancellation rates on the first day of trading. For cold IPO buy orders, the low cancellation rate likely reflects the unusually high execution rates on day one. Since executions are very frequent and prices do exchanges begin on day two during most of our sample period (see SEC Rule 12f-2).
not fluctuate much for these IPOs, there is no need to cancel and reposition the limit order. In contrast, for hot and warm IPOs, traders must reposition their limit orders as prices move. In particular, the extremely high cancellation rate for buy orders in hot IPOs is consistent with the large number of (stale) limit buy orders observed far from the quotes at the start of trading (see Figure 1 ).
As discussed above, the presence of underwriter stabilization may have a direct impact on limit order submission strategies. In particular, stabilization may support profitable quote-matching strategies.
To test for the presence of these strategies, Figure 6 presents the mean proportion of limit order shares submitted at the offer price and at prices within $0.25 of the offer price for each of the first 30 trading days. We also include orders submitted prior to the open on day one, labeled as period zero. Results are given separately for buys and sells and for warm and cold IPOs. Results for hot IPOs are not shown since there are very few limit orders submitted near the offer price for these IPOs.
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[Insert Figure 6 Here] Consistent with a quote-matching strategy, we see that a large fraction of limit buy orders for cold
IPOs are submitted at exactly the offer price. For these IPOs, roughly 52% of limit buy submissions prior to the open and 47% of limit buy submissions during day one have limit prices equal to the offer price.
These results are even more striking given the substantially lower levels of submissions immediately above and below the offer price. For example, only 22.6% of limit buy submissions on day one are submitted within $0.25 above the offer price and only 2.5% are submitted within $0.25 below the offer price. We observe a similar effect for warm IPOs, though to a lesser extent. For these IPOs, 12.5% of limit buy submissions prior to the open and 11.3% during the first day have limit prices equal to the offer price. These results suggest that expected underwriter price support alters the order submission strategies of other traders and attracts order flow from traders who follow a quote-matching strategy.
____________________________ 22 Even for hot IPOs, with very few limit orders near the offer price, roughly 3% of pre-opening limit buy submissions are at the offer price with less than 0.6% of submissions within $0.25 of the offer price. We note that limit buy orders at the offer price could also result from the underwriter supplementing their floor trading activities with electronic limit orders. However, this is not likely, since Regulation M prohibits placing more than one stabilizing bid in a market at the same time and at the same price (SEC (1996) ).
Notably, for cold IPOs we also find that over 50% of limit sell submissions prior to the open have limit prices equal to the offer price, though this frequency drops dramatically after day one. These orders reflect traders who are willing to immediately liquidate their position in the cold IPO at the same price they paid for the shares. Such a strategy may be useful to flippers who wish to turn over their holdings but feel an obligation not to put downward pressure on the stock price by using a market order. In the presence of underwriter price support, such an order may also amount to a marketable limit order.
V. The Information Content of Electronic Order Flow
In this section, we examine the information content of pre-opening order flow using two alternative tests. First, we test whether information from pre-opening order flow is reflected in the opening price set by the specialist. Madhavan and Panchapagesan (2000) and Corwin and Lipson (2000) provide similar analyses for regular morning openings and trading halts, respectively. However, the information provided by limit orders may differ in the case of IPOs, since these securities have no prior trading history and may be affected by underwriter stabilization. As a second test, we examine whether imbalances in pre-opening order flow can predict future returns. This analysis is closely related to Krigman et al. (1999) initial returns and returns during the first one to three years. We extend these analyses by testing whether information available prior to the start of trading can predict future returns. Our measures may also provide a more direct test of investor trading interests since they are based on order submissions rather than executions.
A. First Day Prices
To measure the information content of electronic order flow with respect to first-day prices, we follow the methodology developed in Madhavan and Panchapagesan (2000) . We first define the pre-open market-clearing price as the price that best equates supply and demand across all limit orders. This price is defined for all but one IPO. 23 We then compare the ability of this price and the specialist's opening price to predict the first-day price change, defined as the percentage return from the offer price to the closing price. We employ a two-stage regression approach specified as follows:
Stage 1:
The variable P i,post is the closing quote midpoint on the day firm i goes public, P i,pre is the offer price, are the residuals from the first-stage regression, and P i,1 and P i,2 each either the market-clearing price or the opening call-auction price set by the specialist. The first-stage regression evaluates the quality of a given price (P i,1 ) and the second-stage regression tests whether incremental information is contained in an alternative price (P i,2 ). If P i,1 is an unbiased predictor of the future price, then β will equal one and δ will equal zero. If P i,2 provides incremental explanatory power, then δ will be statistically different from zero. Table V . Market-clearing prices from the pre-opening limit book are significant predictors of end-of-day prices. For example, the first-stage regression using marketclearing prices explains 78% of the cross-sectional variation in offer-to-close returns. However, the specialist's opening price provides incremental explanatory power relative to the market-clearing price (i.e., δ≠0). In contrast, when the opening price is used in the first-stage regression, the coefficient on opening price explains 87% of the cross-sectional variation in offer-to-close returns and market-clearing prices add no incremental explanatory power (i.e., δ=0). These results suggest that electronic order flow provides valuable information about future prices, but the specialist's opening price appears to incorporate this information as well as other sources of information such as trading interests from the exchange floor. ____________________________ 23 We also constructed an alternative market-clearing price based on all pre-opening market and limit orders submitted through SuperDOT (the system-clearing price). Results based on this alternative price are qualitatively similar. However, system-clearing prices exist for only 159 IPOs. Clearing prices are undefined if there is (1) excess demand at the highest limit sell price, (2) excess supply at the lowest limit buy price, (3) market buy volume and no limit sell volume, or (4) market sell volume and no [Insert Table V Here] When we analyze opening prices separately by IPO category, we find that market-clearing prices are far less informative for cold IPOs than for hot IPOs. For example, the adjusted R 2 in the first-stage regression equals 58.3% for hot IPOs compared to only 5.3% for cold IPOs. In addition, the coefficients suggest that first-day prices for cold IPOs only partially adjust to limit book information and the specialist's opening price contains significant incremental information beyond that provided in the limit order book. These results are consistent with underwriter price support limiting the adjustment of prices to information on day one and with the effects of expected price support on limit order submission strategies as documented in Section III.
B. Short-Run and Long-Run Returns
To provide an initial look at the aftermarket returns on NYSE-listed IPOs, Panel A of Table VI lists mean values of buy-and-hold returns and market-adjusted returns at various return horizons. Buyand-hold returns are defined relative to the first-day closing trade price and market-adjusted returns are calculated by subtracting the buy-and-hold return on the value-weighted CRSP index of all NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq firms. For the full sample, the mean three-year buy-and-hold return is 26.9% and the mean three-year market-adjusted return is -41.5%. These returns are slightly lower than the 36.0% and -32.3% reported by Ritter and Welch (2002) for the full sample of IPOs from 1995 through 1998.
Consistent with previous research, returns at short horizons are in the same direction as initial returns. In contrast, returns at longer horizons do not differ significantly across IPO categories. One-year marketadjusted returns range from -13.2% for hot IPOs to -0.3% for warm IPOs, while three-year marketadjusted returns range from -54.8% for cold IPOs to -37.5% for warm IPOs.
[Insert The explanatory variables are defined as follows. To control for firm characteristics, we include the log of market capitalization and the log of the book-to-market ratio. 24 Both variables are defined based on the first-day closing stock price from CRSP and negative book-to-market ratios are set equal to 0.01.
To allow for differences between hot, warm, and cold IPOs, we include the initial return, defined as the percentage differences between the offer price and the opening trade price. Following Houge et al. (2001), we include the opening spread and opening delay as proxies for divergence of opinio de a proxy for flipping, defined as opening trade volume divided by offered shares.
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To test whether pre-opening order flow has significant effects on IPO returns, we define two variables based on the total order flow imbalance immediately prior to the opening trade. The total order flow imbalance is defined as total market plus limit buy order submissions minus total market plus limit sell order submissions, stated as a percentage of total submissions. The positive (negative) total imbalance is then defined as total imbalance if positive (negative) and zero otherwise. De tive and negative imbalances allows for asymmetric buy and sell effects.
The regression results are presented in Panel B of Table VI . Consistent with previous research, the coefficient on initial return is positive and significant at short horizons and negative and significant at long horizons. These results suggest that hot (cold) IPOs tend to perform well (poorly) during the first weeks of trading, but this pattern is reversed at the one and three year horizons. In contrast to previous research, we find no evidence of a significant relation between long-run IPO returns and flipping, opening delay, or opening bid-ask spread. Although the coefficients on flipping and opening delay are negative and significant at short horizons, neither variable is significant at horiz 24 We also estimated the model including the aftermarket standard deviation measured on days 31 through 60. The inclusion of this variable results in an insignificant coefficient and does not affect the conclusions. 25 Our results are similar if we use alternative measures of flipping based on sell-signed block volume. The results for order imbalance variables suggest that pre-opening imbalances have little effect on short-run returns. However, pre-opening imbalances do appear to be informative with respect to long-run IPO returns. At both the one-year and three-year horizons, the coefficient on positive order imbalances is positive and significant and the coefficient on negative order imbalances is negative though insignificant.
Thus, even after controlling for initial return and divergence of opinion, pre-opening order imbalances are significantly related to long-run market-adjusted returns. These findings suggest that, while the specialist incorporates limit order book information into the opening ated into prices.
VI. Conclusion
Using a unique proprietary dataset, we analyze liquidity provision and the role of limit orders following NYSE-listed IPOs. For all categories of IPOs, we find that limit order book depth is unusually high at the start of trading and approaches normal levels within a few weeks. However, depth as a fraction of trading volume is actually lowest at the start of trading and stabilizes by the second or third trading day. At the same time, limit order submissions are unusually low relative to market order submissions on the first day of trading and limit order cancellation rates are unusually high, especially for hot IPOs. This suggests that limit orders are an important source of liquidity right from the start of IPO trading, tho ated to nonexecution and asymmetric information may attenuate limit order use on day one.
Consistent with underwriter price support, we find that 15% of IPOs open at exactly the offer price while only 1.4% open below the offer price. These cold IPOs are associated with significant sell imbalances in the limit order book throughout the first day of trading. At the same time, floor participants provide over 73% of quoted bid depth but less than 18% of quoted ask depth on the first trading day.
These results are consistent with underwriters providing stabilization for cold IPOs by submitting orders on the trading floor. Underwriter price support also has important effects on the order submission strategies of other traders. Specifically, we find a large proportion of limit buy orders submitted at exactly the offer price both prior to the open and throughout the first few trading days. This suggests that some traders f , order flow imbalances appear to contain information that is not immediately incorporated into prices.
ollow a quote-matching strategy in the presence of anticipated price support.
Previous research suggests that both initial returns and first-day trading provide information about future returns on IPOs. We extend this research by testing whether order flow prior to the start of trading contains information about future performance. We find that pre-opening order flow provides valuable information about first-day prices and this information is reflected in the opening price set by the specialist. In addition, we find that imbalances in pre-opening order flow are significantly related to market-adjusted IPO returns at the one and three-year horizons. Thus, while market-clearing prices from the limit order book are reflected in trade prices on day one 
Table I Summary Statistics for NYSE-Listed IPOs
This table presents summary statistics for a sample of 220 IPOs listed on the NYSE from January 1995 through September 1998. Firm characteristics are described in Panel A and offer characteristics are described in Panel B. The sample is partitioned based on the return from the offer price to the opening call-auction price, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. For each variable, the table lists the mean value and a p-value from a test of the restriction that means are equal across hot, warm, and cold IPOs. Market capitalization is defined as post-IPO shares outstanding times the first day closing stock price. The book-to-market ratio equals post-IPO book value of equity divided by market capitalization and is set to 0.01 when book equity is negative. The debt-toassets ratio equals total debt divided by total assets. Total debt, total assets, and total sales are based on the most recent fiscal year ending prior to the IPO. Float equals offered shares divided by post-IPO shares outstanding. Insider ownership equals the percentage of post-IPO shares outstanding owned by officers, directors, and corporations. Insider sales equals the proportion of offered shares sold by officers, directors, and corporations. Underwriter market share is defined for each lead underwriter as the proportion of IPO proceeds raised during the sample period. Syndicate size is the number of underwriters in the IPO syndicate. Gross spread and expenses are stated as a percentage of offer proceeds. 
Table II Trading Activity and Pre-Opening Order Flow for NYSE-Listed IPOs
This table presents summary statistics for a sample of 220 IPOs listed on the NYSE from January 1995 through September 1998. Panel A describes trading activity and Panel B describes pre-opening order flows. The sample is partitioned based on the return from the offer price to the opening call-auction price, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. For each variable, the table lists the mean value and a p-value from a test of the restriction that means are equal across hot, warm, and cold IPOs. Opening delay is the number of minutes from 9:30 to the opening call-auction trade. Aftermarket standard deviation is estimated using closing midpoint returns on days 31 through 60. Opening volume is the number of shares traded in the opening call-auction trade. Market order flows are based on all orders submitted prior to the opening trade. Limit order flows are based on total depth in the limit order book immediately prior to the opening trade. Market order imbalance is defined as market buy submissions minus market sell submissions, stated as a percentage of total market order submissions. Limit order imbalance and total imbalance are defined similarly for limit order submissions and limit plus market order submissions, respectively. 
Table III Limit Order Book Depth and Imbalance for NYSE-listed IPOs
The table lists medians for cumulative bid and ask depth, depth divided by volume (adjusted depth), and depth imbalance within $1.00 of the prevailing quote midpoint. Depth imbalance equals the difference between buy-side (bid) and sell-side (ask) depth stated as a percentage of bid plus ask depth. Daily volume is median daily share volume in thousands of shares. Intraday results are shown immediately after the opening trade (open) and at 60-minute intervals from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. on day one. Daily results are based on the average across intraday periods from the open through the close. The sample includes 220 NYSE-listed IPOs from January 1995 through September 1998. Results for hot, warm, and cold IPOs are shown in panels A, B, and C, respectively, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. Limit order book depth is estimated using NYSE System Order Data and the methodology of Kavajecz (1999) . For each series, statistical tests are based on the daily time series of the median estimate from days 31 through 60. 
Table IV The Determinants of Limit Order Book Depth
The table lists coefficients from an OLS regression of limit order book depth on offer and firm characteristics. Limit order book depth is estimated using NYSE System Order Data and the methodology of Kavajecz (1999) . The sample includes 220 NYSE-listed IPOs from January 1995 through September 1998. Depth, depth relative to volume (adjusted depth), and imbalance are based on depth within $1.00 of the quote midpoint. Imbalance is the difference between bid (buyside) depth and ask (sell-side) depth as a percentage of total depth. For share depth and adjusted depth, the dependent variable is in log form. For the percentage floor contribution to depth, a logit transformation of the dependent variable is used. The debt-to-assets ratio equals total debt divided by total assets. Total debt, total assets, and total sales are based on the most recent fiscal year ending prior to the IPO. Underwriter market share is defined for each lead underwriter as the proportion of IPO proceeds raised during the sample period. Syndicate size is the number of underwriters in the IPO syndicate. Float equals offered shares divided by post-IPO shares outstanding. Insider ownership equals the percentage of post-IPO shares outstanding owned by officers, directors, and corporations. Insider sales equals the proportion of offered shares sold by officers, directors, and corporations. Offer pricing dummy variables are defined relative to the minimum and maximum of the initial filing price range. The number and average underpricing of recent IPOs is calculated based on IPOs during the prior 60 days. Standard errors are adjusted to allow for clustering within IPO month. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10% levels, respectively.
Bid where P i, post is the closing quote midpoint on the day firm i goes public, P i, pre is the offer price, are the residuals from the first-stage regression, and P i,1 and P i,2 equal either the market-clearing price or the opening call-auction price. The market-clearing price is defined as the price that most closely equates supply and demand across all limit orders submitted prior to the open. The sample includes 220 NYSE-listed IPOs from January 1995 through September 1998. Regressions are estimated using the 219 IPOs for which a market-clearing prices could be defined. Separate results are also shown for the subsamples of hot, warm, and cold IPOs, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. The limit order book is reconstructed using NYSE System Order Data and the methodology of Kavajecz (1999) . ***, **, and * indicate that coefficients are significant at the 1, 5, and 10% levels, respectively. The table describes holding period returns on NYSE-listed IPOs. Panel A lists mean values of five-day, one-month, one-year, and five-year holding period returns and market-adjusted returns. Panel B lists coefficients from an OLS regression of market-adjusted returns on offer and firm characteristics. The sample includes 220 NYSE-listed IPOs from January 1995 through September 1998. Buy-and-hold returns are calculated relative to the first-day closing trade price. Market-adjusted returns are calculated by subtracting the buy-and-hold return on the value-weighted CRSP index of all NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq firms. The variable MV is total market capitalization defined as post-IPO shares outstanding times the first day closing stock price. The book-to-market ratio equals the post-IPO book value of equity divided by market capitalization and is set to 0.01 when book equity is negative. Initial return is defined from the offer price to the opening call-auction price. Opening delay is the time from 9:30 until the opening trade in hours. Opening spread is the percentage bid-ask spread based on the specialist's opening quotes. Flipping ratio is defined as share volume in the opening call-auction trade divided by offered shares. Total imbalance is defined as the sum of pre-opening market and limit buy submissions minus pre-opening market and limit sell submissions, stated as a percentage of total market and limit order submissions. Positive (negative) total imbalance equals total imbalance if positive (negative) and zero otherwise. In Panel A, the p-value is from a test of the restriction that mean returns are equal across IPO subsamples. In Panel B, ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10% levels, respectively. Standard errors are adjusted to allow for clustering within IPO month. Floor contribution to depth is defined as quoted depth minus cumulative depth in the limit order book at the inside quote. For each firm, daily values are the average across 30-minute periods from the open through the close. The limit order book is reconstructed using NYSE System Order Data and the methodology of Kavajecz (1999) . The sample includes 220 NYSE-listed IPOs from January 1995 through September 1998. Results for hot, warm, and cold IPOs are shown in panels A, B, and C, respectively, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. Figure 5 . Limit order submission, execution, and cancellation rates. The figures plot mean limit order submission, execution, and cancellation rates for orders submitted through SuperDOT during the first 30 days of trading. Results are shown separately for buy and sell orders and for IPOs categorized by initial return, where hot IPOs are those that open above the offer price by more than 15%, warm IPOs open above the offer price by no more than 15%, and cold IPOs open at or below the offer price. The limit order submission rate is defined as limit order shares submitted divided by limit plus market order submissions. The limit order execution rate is defined as limit order shares executed divided by limit order submissions. The limit order cancellation rate is defined as limit order shares cancelled divided by limit order submissions. 
